Failed supernova neutrinos
• Failed supernova progenitor makes bounce once and recollapse to the black hole.
• In this process, temperature and density of central region gets a few times 10 MeV and a few times ρ 0 (saturation density of nuclear matter), and a lot of neutrinos are emitted. Reactions : e -+ p ↔ n + ν e , e + + n ↔ p +⎯ν e , ν + N ↔ ν + N, ν + e ↔ ν + e, ν e + A ↔ A' + e -, ν + A ↔ ν + A, -Hyperon + pion EOS • Maximum mass of neutron stars gets lower due to softening by hyperons.
Hyperon appearance Heperonic Equation of State
• Interval between the bounce and BH formation gets shorter.
• The repulsive case is ~15% longer than the attractive case.
• Impact of pions is tiny. Key parameters （repulsive case） • Roughly speaking, high ρ and low T at the center and low ρ and high T at r = 10 km.
→ Entropy is higher at r = 10 km due to shock heating. Compositions （t pb = t BH -2 ms）
• More Σ -for the center of the attractive case.
→ Collapse is more promoted due to EOS softening. • Gibbs conditions are satisfied in Mixed phase.
β equilibrium （ν trapping） is assumed in Mixed and Quark phase. 
Conclusion Summary
• We have performed a series of black-holeforming core collapse simulations for nonrotating 40M solar star with various EOS's.
• We have found that EOS affects the emission duration and luminosity of ν.
• For hyperons, impact is larger for attractive Σ potential case because Σ -appears earlier especially for the central region.
• For quarks, impact is larger for low bag const. case because the transition is earlier and it is drastic if the transition occurs at bounce.
